Industrial Quick Search Website Hosting and Email Hosting plans (7/1/2021)

Static Website Hosting
Frequency

Cost

Server Fees (Static Website)

annual

$350/year

migration/setup of the website

upon request

$75

backup site

2-3 months

included

SSL updates or issues

2-3 months

included

check for potential security concerns

2-3 months

included

dns, cname, txt or srv records updates

upon request

$100/hour

form changes

upon request

$100/hour

updates/changes to content

upon request

$100/hour

Annual

$100/hour

check site display

2-3 months

$100/hour

check form is working

2-3 months

$100/hour

check tracking code is applied and working correctly

2-3 months

$100/hour

captcha, ReCAPTCHA and other spam prevention systems

2-3 months

$100/hour

Wordpress Website Hosting*

Frequency

Cost

30GB Storage Plan**

annual

$450/year

60GB Storage Plan (increased bandwidth + Advanced
Security + CDN)***

annual

$500/year

upon request

$75 for the first
hour, $100/hr
each hour after

backup site

2-3 months

included

SSL updates or issues

2-3 months

included

check for potential security concerns

2-3 months

included

dns, cname, txt or srv records updates

upon request

$100/hour

form changes

upon request

$100/hour

updates/changes to content

upon request

$100/hour

2-3 months

$100/hour

Recommended Services
Page speed updates (Static website)

migration/setup of the website

Recommended services
PLUGIN updates

Page Speed Updates

6 months

$100/hour

check and update themes

2-3 months

$100/hour

check and update core WordPress version

2-3 months

$100/hour

check site display

2-3 months

$100/hour

check form is working

2-3 months

$100/hour

check tracking code is applied and working correctly

2-3 months

$100/hour

captcha, ReCAPTCHA and other spam prevention systems

2-3 months

$100/hour

**designed to handle up to 100,000 users/month
***designed to handle up to 300,000 users/month

Services marked "included" may incur a service charge if the technical requirements exceed an
implementation time much greater than an average implementation time. This occurs due to
irregular configurations/dependencies a website may have which increases the scope of work
beyond generalized estimates which dictate pricing for plans we offer.
*Why did IQS increase the cost to host a WordPress website?

In response to the growing number of attacks on WordPress websites, IQS will be
offering web hosting services for WordPress websites only on dedicated individual cloud
server environments that have advanced security systems specifically designed for
WordPress software, automated backup systems, and downtime monitoring. This server
environment is a large upgrade from the shared server environment IQS offered over
the years, and existing clients who have WordPress websites will need to decide on one
of the two new plans below before June 1st, 2021 which is when we will discontinue the
shared server for WordPress.

Third Party SSL Certificates
We also offer SSL Certificate issuing and installation services, if your current web host
does not offer this service.
SSL Certificate

Frequency

Cost

Sectigo DV Certificate

annual

$15/year

Email Hosting
Below is a chart to share details of our email hosting services. We have expanded our email
system providers to give our clients additional choices.

Email

Frequency

Cost

Email Hosting Fees - Dreamhost

upon request

$1.67/month per mailbox

upon request

Starter - $6/month
Standard - $12/month
Plus - $18/month

Email Hosting Fees - Amazon Web Service

upon request

$4/month per user

adding/removing email accounts

upon request

$100/hour

adding/updating spam filters on accounts

upon request

$100/hour

troubleshooting and support submissions on
behalf of the client

upon request

$100/hour

dns, cname, txt or srv records updates

upon request

$100/hour

Email Hosting Fees - Gmail
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